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REGIS UNIVERSITY MAGAZINE is published twice a 
year by the Office of Public Affairs, B-20, Regis University, 
3333 Regis Boulevard , Denver, Colorado 80221 -1099. It is the 
official news magazine of Regis University. 
Regis University is one of 28 Jesuit institutions of higher 
education in the United States. The University serves more 
than 15,000 students through Regis College, School for 
Professional Studies and School for Health Care Professions. 
Regis University Magazine welcomes your letters to the 
editor. As space permits, we will attempt to run as many of 
your letters as possible. 
To submit a letter to the editor, write to: Regis University 
Magazine, O ffice of Public Affairs, B-20, 3333 Regis Boulevard, 
Denver, Colorado 8022 1-1099 or e-mail: regisnews@regis.edu 
Regis University complies with all local, state and federal non-
discrimination laws and regulations in the provision of educational 
services . 
Short Takes 
New Trustees elected 
Donald W. Phillips 
Donald W Phillips is presi-
dent and CEO of WestAM (US), 
the North American investment 
management company of 
WestAM, the institutional 
investment company of the 
West Landesbank. WestAM is a 
global, multi-asset class invest-
ment management company 
with offices in Chicago, New 
York, Houston, London, 
Dusseldorf and Tokyo. 
He sold Phillips Capital 
Management to WestAM in July 2000. From 1997 to 2000, 
he was president of Forstmann-Lefflnternational, Inc. , a 
multi-asset class institutional investment management firm 
with offices in Chicago and New York. 
Phillips previously was chairman of Equity Institutional 
Investors; president of Capsure Holdings Corp.; and chief 
investment officer for Ameritech Corporation. 
Phillips was selected one of the country's top 10 pension 
fund managers by Institutional Investor, and has written 
several articles about managing pension funds. He has a 
bachelor's degree in business and a master's degree in 
business administration. 
He and his wife, Karen, have two sons, David, a 1999 
graduate of Regis, and Ryan. 
Father John Reinke dies 
Father Andy Alexander, S.J. 
from around the world. 
Father Andy Alexander, 
.]., i vice presidentfor 
University Ministry at 
Creighton University in 
Omaha, ebraska, and has 
been director of the 
Collaborative Ministry Office 
at the university since fall 
1997. Heal oisthe 
co-creator of the Online 
reighron, which receives 
more than 20,000 hits a day 
Father Alexander receiv d hi bachelor of arts in 
philo ophy and letter · from t. Loui University in 1972 
and hi rna ter of art in pirituality from t. Louis 
Univer ity in 1973. He earned his M.Div. from Regis 
College, Toronto chool of Theology, in Toronto, Ontario, 
in 1979. 
He entered the ociety of Je u on eptember I, 1966, 
and wa ordained to th prie rhood in Omaha on June 8, 
1979. 
He previou ly taught at Red Cloud Indian School and 
t. Franci Mi ion. He al o held everal positions on the 
Wi con in Pr ince taff and wa pastor at Gesu Parish m 
Milwaukee. 
Father John H. Reinke, S.J., a Regis University Life Trustee and former chancellor 
of Loyola University Chicago, died February 26, 2003. He was 87 years old. 
Father Reinke served as chancellor of Loyola University Chicago from 1976 to 
1990. As chancellor, he directed Loyola's development, public relations and alumni 
relations activities. In recent years Father Reinke served as the father mini ter of the 
Jesuit Community at Loyola University Chicago. 
Father Reinke was president of Loyola Academy in Wilmette, Ill., from 1965 to 
1975. He served as the moderator of the Alpha Delta Gamma Fraternity at Loyola in 
the 1940s and early 1950s. 
He was a psychologist and known as an excellent pianist. A prayer ervice in 
mem.ory of F~the: Reinke included excerpts from a recording of his solo perfonnance of 
class1cal mus1c w1th the Cincinnati Symphony. 
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Summer brings camps to Regis 
The Lowell campus jumps to a different beat in the summer 
months, as groups of children and grown-ups participate in 
academic camps and programs. Here's what's coming: 
Teacher Workshops 
Celebrate Literacy Institute II 
June 13-14, 8 a.m.-4 p.m. 
Lowell campus 
This program offers a variety of methods for teachers to use 
to help infuse love of literacy and writing into their class-
rooms. 
Sponsored by: Office of Summer Session and Master of 
Arts in Education: Learning & Teaching 
Reading with Meaning in Mind 
June 23-27, 8 a.m.-2:30p.m. 
Lowell campus 
This program offers a range of strategies to help children 
develop better reading comprehension. 
Sponsored by: Office of Summer Session and Master of 
Arts in Education: Learning & Teaching 
Integrating Technology into the Classroom 
July 7-11, 8 a.m. -6 p.m. 
Denver Tech campus 
Teachers will get to sample a variety of computer hardware 
and software; access Internet sites, books and articles about 
integrating technology into instruction; and practice 
application in their own classrooms. 
Sponsored by: SPS Teacher Education Program and 
Office of Summer Session 
Summer Youth Camps 
Regis Reading Rangers 
June 24-27, 9 a.m.-noon 
(Formerly known as Reading with Meaning in Mind) 
Lowell campus 
Students in second through fifth grades expand their 
reading and writing skills through hand~-on activities. 
Sponsored by: Office of Summer Session 
Camp Cyberwocky 
July 8-11, 9 a.m.-noon 
(Formerly known as Technology-Shutterbug Camp) 
Denver Tech campus 
Students in fourth through seventh grades will learn to 
alter digital images and graphics and create their own 
PowerPoint presentations. 
Sponsored by: Office of Summer Session 
Taking the mission on a road trip 
This year, Regis students from all three schools have 
shared the University's mission of service to others with a 
wide variety of audiences in this country and others. Members 
of the groups shared their knowledge, service and ideas while 
also learning from their hosts. Learning about the culture of 
the places they visit is a key component of the trips. 
Below is just a sampling of some of the trips undertaken 
by Regis students and faculty: 
In January, a group of students traveled to World Social 
Forum 2003 in Porto Alegre, Brazil. Led by Peter Bemski of 
SPS and Carla Guerron-Montero of the College, the group 
participated in a variety of seminars, workshops and discus-
sions on topics ranging from "Illegitimate Debt: An Ethical 
Approach to Debt Crises" to "Symbolic Production and 
Identity of the People." 
Early March brought Spring Break and a trio of service 
learning trips. 
For the 14th year, students in the College loaded into 
vans for a 20-hour drive to Nueva Rosita, a small mining 
town in northern Mexico, to help with a community project. 
It's the longest continuous community project at Regis 
according to leader John Hickey, assistant vice president for 
Academic Affairs. 
Seven students in the School for Health Care Professions 
made the sixth annual journey to the Wind River Reservation 
in Ethete, Wyoming, providing health education to students 
at Wyoming Indian Elementary. 
This was the first year for the Phoenix Service and 
Poverty Immersion Trip. Six students in the College and three 
staff members worked with and learned from individuals at 
the Andre House of Hospitality, which offers basic services to 
poor and homeless people in Phoenix, Arizona. 
In late March, Barbara White, associate professor and 
Worksite and RN-BSN Option chair in the SHCP 
Department of Nursing, led a 17 -member contingent for an 
18-day international exchange program in China. 
During a week in Hangzhous, students did clinical 
experiences in hospitals and clinics in the area. They were 
paired with specific nurse preceptors in their area of study, 
while White and others taught a seminar titled Community 
Health for the 21st Century for government officials, 
physicians, university administrators, health ministry officials 
and nurses. 
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Sir Winston Churchill 
talked about the value 
of tradition in a speech to 
the House of Commons 
on November 29, 1944, 
saying: '1\ love of tradition 
has never weakened a 
nation, indeed it has 
strengthened nations in 
their hour of peril . . . but 
the new view must come, 
the world must roll 
forward." 
This is the vision for 
many at Regis. That old 
traditions will continue 
while new ones are 
created. 
O f the many things that bind a university to people's hearts and minds, tradition is one of the strongest. The unchanging solemnity of 
Mass of the Holy Spirit and pageantry of commence-
ment undoubtedly fill part of the collective memory 
of generations of Regis alums, but less formal traditions 
also linger as reminders of what Regis University 
really is. 
Long after they have left the classrooms of Regis, 
alumni remember late nights studying at the library, the 
fun of Ranger Day, Thursday Thrills and, on a smaller 
scale, more personal traditions that are surprisingly like 
previous generations. 
As might be expected at a Colorado university, 
memories involving skiing and the mountains are 
prevalent. 
"We used to rent Ryder moving vans and for $3 .50 
or $4 you could ride up to St. Mary's Glacier for a day 
of skiing," remembers Brian Thuringer, '72. "We would 
give them wine and snacks and load up the back. We 
skied all day and drove on old mountain roads but 
people couldn't see because they were in the back." 
"We would go up on Saturdays on the bus to 
Loveland. You would sit on the bus and eat your lunch 
and then have ski lessons," recalls Loretto Heights 
College graduate Kam Martin, '67. "We always had at 
least one or two ski weekends. We would go to 
Breckenridge and the girls (from Loretto) would stay at 
one end of town and the boys (from Regis) at the 
other." 
The traditions of Regis College and Loretto Heights 
College have many meeting points as the two schools 
often shared activities, especially over the decades when 
Regis was a boys-only school and Loretto was all girls. 
"There was a lot of interaction between the two 
schools," Martin said. ''A lot of mixers, dances and that 
kind of thing planned by the schools." 
Martin particularly remembers one joint Regis/ 
Loretto tradition. "The freshman boys would run down 
Federal Boulevard to Loretto Heights and wear their 
little beanies and end up at the Heights and in the 
outdoor swimming pool. Then we'd have a planned 
. " mtxer. 
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Students attending the School for Professional 
Studies may not have the same opportunities for . 
tradition as they juggle families and full-time jobs w~t~ 
classes but that doesn't mean there aren't SPS tradtttons. 
Amon~ them, most students remember working on the 
group projects assigned in many classes, a.nd how the 
Jesuit tradition was woven into the expenence. 
Jim Prall, SPS '88, '90 and '91, remembers "a 
marketing class where my group presented a plan to . 
market a new malt beverage -- and then spent some ttme 
sampling the product to ensure the buy-in of our focus 
group (the class)." 
Traditions at 
Regis University 
There are many events that happen every year at 
Regis University, becoming traditions in the 
process. Some are formal events relating to the 
Jesuit Catholic tradition of Regis while others are 
simply opportunities for fun or education. 
Mass of the Holy Spirit -- September 
Lights, Lessons & Carols -- December 
Gerard Manley Hopkins Conference -- March 
Great Women of Spirit -- March 
Ranger Day -- April 
Commencement -- May and December 
Alumni Weekend-- July 
Mass in St. John Francis Regis Chapel-- Daily 
For generations of Regis students, Carroll H all stands 
out as the center of much of student life. 
"As freshmen we lived in Carroll H all," said Frank 
Maggio, '60. "As sophomores we moved into the newly 
constructed O'Connell Hall." 
"They kept us under pretty tight lock and key," 
remembers Ed Boyce, '56. "Father Bernard]. Karst, a 
Jesuit, was head of Carroll Hall and tried to keep law and 
order. We had Study Hall 7-9 p.m. Juniors had one late 
night a week until 10:30 or 11 or something like that. 
Seniors didn't have a curfew. My daughter graduated in 
'83, and it was entirely different." 
Maggio also remembers Father Karst. "He ran Carroll 
H all with a fairly iron hand. We had a Jesuit prefect on 
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each floor. During the week we had to be in our rooms at 
7:20p.m., Fridays at midnight, Saturday at 1 a.m. and 
Sunday at 9 p.m. aturally, at least some of us worked 
very hard to avoid and evade those hours. We had some 
minor success but only such as Father Karst would allow. 
Or wink at." 
The situation was similar at Loretto Heights. "We 
h ad a nun who lived on each floor and became very 
close," Martin remembers. "There was a lot of 
interaction with faculty and staff." 
"Father Qim) Guyer wa my prefect- he was great," 
said Thuringer, recalling the time he and several friends 
thought they had been expelled. "Guyer drove up to Vail 
to let us know we had not really been thrown out." 
There were infraction , but often they were not 
serious. 
"We drank beer. Drug were unheard of. The rule on 
drinking under age was et down early by Father Karst: 
'Drinking is illegal. orne of you may try it. If you get the 
school's name in the pap r, pack your bags. You're out.' 
This tempered our violation of the drinking laws, at least 
somewhat," Maggio aid. "Father Malacek was the dean 
of men then and did a wonderful job of keeping us all in 
line and yet permitting u to tretch our young wings a 
little ." 
"Hilltop is a fixture," B yce aid, "It' been there 50 
years." 
That doesn't mean it wa all fun and games. The 
religious side of the acholic in titution has always been 
a part of the tradition, a have ervice projects and 
academics. 
"Mass wa very well attended, even daily Mass," 
Martin recalls. "The chapel wa o convenient -- a nice 
place to go and reflect. It wa a big part of a lot of girls' 
lives." 
Prall remember hi religion course , which mixed 
the serious with the fun. In the religion courses, "how 
nice it was to learn ab ut other belief (in addition to 
Catholicism). In religion cia e , we had Seder supper or 
other foods from the countrie where the particular 
re ligion we were tudying wa predominant." 
Maggio recollect a ervice project conducted by the 
social fraternity he wa a member of, Alpha Delta 
Gamma. 
"In 1957, in an effort to placate the Jesuits, ADG 
organized a St. Patrick' Day fundraiser. The money was 
all to go to a local orphanage," he aid. "The pledges, of 
which I was one, pent day dying our clothes green and 
dying pipe cleaners green. The pipe cleaners were then 
twisted into shamrock . Finally, on t. Patrick's Day, 
dressed as Leprechaun , we traveled to downtown 
Denver and passed out the hamrock-like pipe cleaners 
in exchange, of cour e, for a donation. We made a d 
fortune. After some rea onable deduction for beer an 
pizza we turned the balance over to the orphanage." 
"One of our big traditions was our Christmas 
banquet," Martin recalls from her days at Loretto 
Heights. Lumen Christi ("Light of Christ" in Latin), 
was part of a formal banquet just before the holiday 
break, and the students would wear long, formal gowns 
and dine in style. 
Of course, people play an important role in memories . 
"I was a liberal arts major, philosophy and history to 
be exact, and Regis in the late '50s was blessed with a 
small army of brilliant, exciting Jesuits who were great 
teachers," Maggio said. "One of the only remaining ones 
from those years is Father Ed Maginnis, who is still on 
campus. His course on the Mass has stayed with me, 
along with many others taught by other Jesuits, for now 
over 40 years." 
Prall remembers his instructors, particularly "the 
professionalism of the facilitators such as Doug Sullivan, 
Bob Finkelmeier and the sisters who taught the religion 
courses." 
"Doc Rocks, who taught geology," was a memorable 
professor for Thuringer. "He was about 92 when he 
taught us and he was great, as was Randy Wachsle." 
Cars also play a part in the collective memories of 
Regis students, from SPS students swallowing fast-food 
dinners in their cars on the way to class to students who 
remember squeezing into an SUV for a Spring Break road 
trip. 
Unlike students today, "we all had junk cars," said 
Thuringer. "I drove a Ford -- I had to lay out 50 bucks for 
it and it was better than most," including an old black 
Cadillac and old Chrysler limousine other students drove, 
which became fixtures on campus. 
Boyce remembers "vicious dust storms during the '50s 
that were so bad you couldn't breathe." He particularly 
remembers a classmate who drove home from Pueblo in 
one such storm and when he arrived on campus the car 
was blindingly shiny because all of the paint had been 
blasted off, "then the dew fell and the whole thing rusted 
by morning." 
Camaraderie with fellow students is yet another 
universal tradition alumni, no matter what their 
academic major, method of study or years at Regis, will 
treasure (in addition to finally earning a degree). 
"What I left the program with at the end of an 
undergraduate degree and a master's degree with a 
second emphasis: Pride in the quality of training and 
education I received," Prall said. "Pride in being able to 
claim that I was a graduate of the finest school in the 
country, and pride in knowing that all this could be 
accomplished within the framework of a value system 
that established high standards and was unwilling to 
compromise them for the sake of delivering an 
education." 
Alumni Weekend is 
July 18 .. 21, 2003 
Several decades of Regis University's 
living history -- otherwise known as the 
University's alumni -- are expected to attend 
Alumni Weekend activities July 18-21, 2003. 
Traditionally, Alumni Weekend at Regis 
attracts more than 400 alumni from Regis 
College, School for Professional Studies, 
School for Health Care Professions and 
Loretto Heights College, according to Penny 
Dempsey St. John, '73, executive director, 
Alumni and Parent Relations. 
Reunion year classes this year are 1933, 
1938, 1943, 1948, 1953, 1958, 1963, 1968, 
1973, 1978, 1983, 1988, 1993 and 1998. 
The first day of Alumni Weekend 
includes registration, Class for the Day 
seminars and individual reunion class events, 
while day two is filled with the Loretto 
Heights alumnae/alumni mass and brunch, 
LoDo tour, a vigil Mass, cocktail reception, 
and the highlight: dinner and dancing on 
Boettcher Commons. Day three activities 
include the family picnic on the Lowell 
campus and the final day has the golf outing 
at Hiwan Country Club. 
St. John adds that this year's event will 
continue offering interesting options for 
alumni during the "Class for the Day" series. 
The "Special Class for the Day" will be an 
introduction to the tastes of handcrafted 
beers. Adam Avery, '88, president of Avery 
Brewing Company in Boulder, will conduct 
the event. 
A new activity scheduled for this year is a 
free luncheon to introduce alumni to the 
lgnatian Society, the planned giving program 
at the University. 
"Alumni Weekend is a great time to 
return to campus to see classmates, enjoy the 
many changes to the campus, to learn about 
the University and have some fun while 
reminiscing," said St. John. 
For more information about Alumni 
Weekend or to get involved with an event 
and/or contacting classmates, call 
800-388-2366, ext. 3536 or 303-458-3536. 
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Rachel Swanson, religious studies, gives the SPS 
undergraduate perspective. 
Mother and daughter Daphne and Andrea Wright 
earned masters degrees in nonprofit management. 
Commencement tradition lives on 
Regis University conferred 1,103 degrees in three ceremonie on the lawn of 
Boettcher Commons May 3-4, 2003, and 145 degrees at the Pike Peak Center in 
Colorado Springs on May 17. 
"We have all come from different places, but all road hav brought u here 
today," Rachel Swanson, a religious studies major in the chool for Profes ional 
Studies, said during her Student Perspective speech. "Of this I am ure: we 
graduates have been traveling the path of the hero." 
Father Michael J. Sheeran, S.J., president of Regis Univer ity, talked about 
the greater good in his Charge to the Graduates, recalling the peech given by 
Pope John Paul II when he visited Regis University 10 years earlier. 
"It's your choice how you will use your talents," Father heeran told the 
graduates. "Ask yourself today: Will I find meaning by serving G d hidden in my 
neighbor in need, by giving self away? Or will I put self at the center and u e my 
talents to serve myself and frustrate the loving life I crave?" 
"As our families and friends supported us, we supported each other --
through successes and struggles; endless papers, exam , project and 
presentations," said Kelly Liekis, who earned her maste r' degree in nur ing. 
"Regardless of which of the three schools we are graduating from today, we've 
laughed together and cried together. " 
"Today is the day we become alumni of Regis Univer ity," ummed up 
Jennifer Bah!, a math major and future teacher from the Colleoe during her 
"', 
Student Perspective speech. 
At the master's degree ceremony, 410 students 
received diplomas. 
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Haruna Horie, accounting and bu.siness finance, 
wears a traditional kimono with her mortarboard. 
Daniel Ritchie accepts the Civis Princeps. 
Ritchie receives Civis Princeps 
Father Sheeran and Martin Hart, '57, chair of the 
Board of Trustees, confer degrees. 
Daniel Ritchie, 16th chancellor of the University of Denver, received the 
highest honor Regis University awards, the Civis Princeps, at commencement 
exercises on Sunday, May 4, 2003, at the Lowell campus of Regis University. 
The Civis Princeps is presented by the Board of Trustees to recognize 
individuals in the Colorado community whose life and work exemplify the Regis 
University Jesuit mission of "leadership in service of others." 
"Today, we honor a man who has devoted himself to this ideal," said Father 
Michael J. Sheeran, S.J., president of Regis University, when presenting the 
award . 
In brief acceptance remarks, Ritchie said the award was a "great honor 
because it comes from Regis, because of the virtue and values you stand for." 
Ritchie's commitment to education is evident through his 20 years of 
service to the University of Denver, first as a trustee and then as chancellor since 
1989. He also is active with numerous national and international education 
organizations, and has donated most of his ranch near Kremmling to DU to sell 
for university improvements. 
Ritchie became the 16th chancellor of DU in 1989 after serving as CEO of 
Westinghouse Broadcasting for eight years. Serving without pay, Ritchie has 
strengthened DU's financial position and academic programs. 
Rooted in ancient Rome when the title Civis Princeps, or First Citizen, was 
conferred on Roman citizens who had contributed to the development of the 
Roman Empire, the award was established at Regis in 1958. 
Student Body President Walker Sears, social 
psychology, presents the Regis College class gift. 
Aderoju Oke, health care administration, celebrates 
with her cousin, Aviodun Fadeyi. 
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IffiJECGJTI§ 
on the crest of the west 
Regis Unive 
.J. 
This excerpt on t~e creation of the University in 1991 is drawn from chapters 18 and 19 of the draft of Regis: Beyond the Crest by history professor Ron Brockway. The major sources of information for this piece were the minutes and other materials of the Board of Trustees and the Papers of David M. Clarke, S.]. 
In the three years between 1988 and 1991, Regis College faced a number of new and unprecedented challenges 
beyond the pressure of normal activities. The Loretto Heights College Board of Trustees asked Regis President David 
M. Clarke, S.]., for help as that venerable institution prepared to 
close. Clarke fo und ways to help Loretto Heights' students finish 
their educations, keep the South Federal campus committed to 
an educational mission, assimilate the nursing and University 
Without Walls programs and pursue an equitable agreement 
with the Sisters of Loretto. Regis College also purchased the 
north Denver property of Regis Jesuit High School and arranged 
to have Teikyo University open a branch of the Japanese school 
on the Loretto Heights campus and support a School for Pacific 
Studies at Regis. To better accommodate Regis' educational 
operations (Campus Programs, Career Programs, Health Care 
Management and Teikyo-Loretto Heights) and its seven 
campuses (Lowell Boulevard, Boulder, Loveland, Greenwood 
Plaza, Colorado Springs, Sterling and Loretto Heights), the 
institutional governance structure was changed so that each 
program had its own dean and decision-making structure. A 
new era at Regis was at hand. 
From chapter 18, "Regis After Loretto Heights, 1988- 1990" 
In January 1990, David Clarke apprised the Board of 
Trustees of growing pressure to become a university. He also 
Regis College 
Regis College offers liberal arts 
and undergraduate professional 
degree programs for young adults in 
a traditional campus setting. The 
College provides special challenges 
through an honors core, leadership-
training programs and service 
education opportunities. Four 
interdisciplinary core seminars anchor 
the basic studies component. Sports 
at Regis College emphasize athletes as 
students. The College also offers a 
Master of Arts in Education: 
Learning and Teaching. Dr. Paul 
Ewald is dean of Regis College. 
informed Peter-Hans Kolvenbach, S.J., Superior General of the Society of Jesus, that "the time is approaching when 
Regis College will probably becorne Regis University." University status was not an entirely new topic. The idea of 
Regis becoming a university was first considered and rejected by then president Robert M. Kelley, S.]., in 1924. The 
possibility next surfaced in 1988 when Clarke stressed the importance "that Regis decide on whether it will be a college 
with large appendices or a modest university." 
At the March 1990 board meeting, the president returned to the question of university status. He told the board 
members that there were a number of reasons to make the change, not the least of which was a nice "fit" between 
university status and the Regis mission. Among the other factors listed was the fact that becoming a university would 
heighten national respect for the institution's innovative programs and improve its opportunities for successful interna-
tional marketing. Clarke sugges ted the change would enhance Regis' position as a leader in adult learning in Colorado, 
acknowledge the school's functional structure, and make it easier to recruit quality faculty and compete for contracts 
and grants. University status would better reflect Regis' growth in total enrollment and in graduate education, 
strengthen its position relative to Teikyo University and end the confusion with the Regis College in Weston, 
Massachusetts. Finally, the president noted that most people with whom the possibility had been discussed reacted 
favorably. 
Clarke pointed out that Regis would not be the first to go this route. Many smaller schools had already become 
universities. With 8,000 students in 1990, Regis was seventh in size among the 14 Jesuit doctoral universities; it had a 
larger enrollment than Gonzaga, Creighton, Loyola-New Orleans, Santa Clara, the University of Detroit, Loyola-
Marymount and the University of San Francisco. Moreover, Regis was the largest of the 11 "comprehensive" Jesuit 
schools that included Rockhurst, Canisius, Xavier and Seattle University. Except for St. Thomas in Minnesota, it was 
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larger than 18 other "medium universities," including 
Macalester, DePauw, Lewis and Bradley. In 1988-89, 
Regis College ranked 13th in size among the 25 
Colorado schools. The president made similar relative 
size comparisons with other schools in terms of graduate 
enrollment, faculty members and total library holdings to 
bolster his argument that Regis was ready to be a 
university. 
The School 
for Professional Studies 
The School for Professional 
Studies (SPS) offers both undergradu-
ate and graduate degree programs for 
adult students in classroom-based, 
guided independent study and online 
settings. Utilizing its own talents and 
resources, plus strategic partnerships 
that include Bisk Publishing and Sun 
Microsystems, SPS has become the 
largest provider of online adult 
education among the world's Jesuit 
colleges and universities. The school 
is also a leader in accelerated learning 
research. Dr. William Husson is vice 
president and academic dean of the 
School for Professional Studies. 
The president allowed that there were risks to 
seeking university status, including the fact that 
significant change might upset some constituents, the 
move might be seen as pretentious, especially if Regis 
were compared to research or doctoral institutions, and 
prospective students might see Regis as large and 
impersonal. Without question, however, the positives 
outnumbered the negatives in Clarke's mind. 
Hoping to sway the board toward immediate action, 
Clarke laid out the next steps. Most important, he noted, 
was board permission to proceed. Once that was 
obtained, the administration could develop an action 
plan with deadlines and media strategies to ensure that 
the name change was coordinated with a marketing 
campaign designed to convey continuing "care for the 
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learner, small classes, innovative approaches to learning, 
and quality education." It could also assess the reaction 
of the various Regis constituencies, seek advice from 
institutions that had already made the change to 
university status and start an internal communication 
campaign to improve the likelihood of a "total buy-in on 
the part of all staff and faculty." 
The board reviewed the material, but tabled the 
matter until the July meeting. Members needed time to 
digest all the information the president had presented. 
To keep the pressure on, the board's Executive 
Committee recommended a change to university status 
in recognition of the diversity and variety of Regis' 
programs and its multi-campus environment. Clarke 
circulated a list of the schools that had recently adopted 
university status, including Indiana Wesleyan University 
(Marion, Indiana) in 1984; St. Thomas University 
(Miami, Florida) and LaSalle University (Philadelphia, 
Pennsylvania) in 1985; University of Mary (Bismarck, 
North Dakota) and Marymount University (Arlington, 
Virginia) in 1987; St. Ambrose University (Davenport, 
Iowa) in 1989; and St. Thomas University (St. Paul, 
Minnesota) in 1990. The president reported that all were 
happy with the change and recommended that Regis 
follow suit. The only cautionary note was the necessity of 
including faculty and students in the process to obviate 
resistance. 
During the final discussion about university status in 
July 1990, trustee and Executive Committee member 
John Padberg, S.J., "assured the board that the identity of 
the undergraduate program would not get lost." By a 
vote of 21-3 with no abstentions, the board approved 
changing the corporate name to Regis University, 
effective in the fall of 1991. The formal public 
announcement was made in ovember 1990. 
From chapter 19, "The Administration, 1990-1995" 
The effective date of the change was soon specified 
as July 1, 1991. In the interim, a combination of small 
and large group meetings were held around the country 
to discuss the name change and elicit reaction. The 
announcement was positively received virtually 
everywhere. For example, participants at an alumni 
brunch on the Lowell campus spontaneously applauded 
the transition from college to university. 
To handle the details, the president asked Paul 
Brocker to chair a Transition Committee. The members 
The School for 
Health Care Professions 
The School for Health Care 
Professions (SHCP) provides 
values-based health care education. 
Besides the traditional nursing 
program, the school offers RN -to-
BSN degree completion work, an 
accelerated nursing option for people 
with a baccalaureate degree, a nurse 
practitioner program, a Health 
Services Administration and 
Management program, a Master of 
Science program in nursing and a 
Doctor of Physical Therapy degree. 
Online course work also is possible in 
certain programs. Dr. Patricia Ladewig 
is dean of the School for Health Care 
Professions. 
faced a myriad of tasks. An institutional logo had to be 
designed. New signs were needed for the various 
campuses. Coordination with the City and County of 
Denver was required to replace the Regis signage on 
Interstate 70 and to change the name of West 50th 
Avenue between Federal and Lowell to "Regis 
Boulevard." The institution's new name and address 
necessitated fresh inventories of business cards and 
letterhead. After considerable discussion, the academic 
programs were designated as "Regis College," "The 
School for Professional Studies" and "The School for 
Health Care Professions." 
Possibly the most important detail involved drafting 
and enacting the appropriate word changes in the 
Articles of Incorporation and the Bylaws to substitute 
"Regis University" for "Regis College." The necessary 
revisions were approved unanimously in April1991. 
Careful coordination was required to ensure 
maximum publicity for the change. All four Denver 
television channels ran congratulatory public service 
announcements. An article in the July 17, 1991, Western 
Edition of the Wall Street Journal by Marj Charlier was 
among the first to identify the institution as "Regis 
University." The September 29 edition of the Sunday 
Rocky Mountain News included a special supplement 
about Regis University. 
The committee managed to pull it off with few 
problems. Brocker was credited for a smooth transition 
and for improving Regis' image through excellent press 
coverage. The official celebration of university 
status was set for September 27, 1991, following 
completion of the board's fall meeting. 
The gala affair opened with a formal procession of 
the board, the administration and the faculty in 
academic regalia. The university's new ceremonial mace 
was presented to President Clarke by the four deans --
Judson Shaver, Allan Service, Patricia Ladewig and Ira 
Plotkin. Fireworks and a BBQ dinner capped off the 
day's festivities. 
In retrospect, the absorption of Loretto Heights 
College in 1988 was possibly the most important step 
toward university status. David Clarke was convinced 
the way Regis handled the situation proved to everyone 
the Jesuit school was more than capable of holding its 
own in the face of unexpected, even unprecedented, 
events. Without that signal event, Regis might not have 
become a university. 
Since 1991, Regis University inaugurated Michael J. 
Sheeran, S.]., as its 23rd president, elevated David 
Clarke to chancellor and appointed Allan Service the 
first university provost. The University hosted a meeting 
between Pope John Paul II and President of the United 
States William Jefferson Clinton, initiated the Institute 
on the Common Good and sponsored the visits of 11 
Nobel Peace Prize Laureates. Dayton Memorial Library 
was redesigned and an institutional consulting outreach 
program called New Ventures was launched. Regis also 
revamped the College and University core curricula, 
added the first doctoral program (physical therapy) and 
became a national provider of online education. 
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Upgrades studied for Regis Web site 
Imagine prospective 
students logging onto the 
Regis University Web site and 
visually exploring the campus, from 
journeying through the halls of Main 
Hall to checking out the set up of a 
room in the townhomes. Imagine Regis 
alumni traveling virtually to their alma 
mater to visit their old dorms and see the 
beauty of renovated athletic fields up close. 
Imagine watching and listening to a video 
message from the president of the University 
on your computer. 
The potential addition of a virtual tour and 
video and audio streaming capability are just 
two of the spectacular enhancements being 
explored by the Web Advisory Council as the University 
continues to work to make its Web site a showpiece. Other 
priorities are presentations and personalized interactivity. 
The Web Advisory Council, a sub-committee of the 
University's Image Committee, met in mid-April to discuss the 
next phase of Web planning. 
"What we're exploring for Phase II is exciting," said John 
Hickey, assistant vice president of Academic Affairs and one of 
seven members of the Web Advisory Council. "We want the 
Web to be interactive and personalized for the users so users 
can do whatever business they have to do." 
"We want to allow users to get what they want from the 
Web," Hickey added. "We need them to tell us what those 
needs are." 
Regis' improved Web site is a phased process that began in 
March 2002, with a transition phase where pages were convert-
ed to the new Web design; Phase I, which included building 
the foundation; Phase II, where expanded personalization, 
E-service and E-learning capabilities will be explored; and 
finally; Phase III, which is expected to include development of 
portals and expanded communication. 
"When we started this it was a three- to five-year phased 
process," Hickey said. ''A year from now we will have accom-
plished what we set out to do. We're taking it bit by bit." 
Although Phase II offers exciting possibilities, another 
member of the Web Advisory Council, Peter Greco, associate 
vice president for Information Technology, cautions that just 
because these new innovations are being explored does not 
mean they will be implemented, or that implementation will 
occur anytime soon. 
"Right now we are evaluating different technologies. One 
example of that is streaming media," Greco said. "But this is 
only in the evaluation stage." 
Greco added that evaluation may reveal that the current 
system could not support video streaming and that might mean 
upgrading or purchasing a new system. 
"The cost for that would be prohibitive and there are not a 
lot of dollars," he said. 
"A key is that we have to be able to support what we do, " 
Hickey added. "In business they spend half a million to a 
million dollars developing a Web strategy to get what they 
need. We're not there." 
The redesign goals accomplished to date are impressive, 
including: increased use of the Web site, seamless navigation, 
integrated information, consistency throughout the site, 
appropriate technical infrastructure, and technology that 
allows for scalability and portability. 
In September 2002, a new search button was added to the 
site, allowing users to search for keywords and locate relevant 
content on the Web site. According to Will Johnstone, senior 
Web systems developer and member of the Web Advisory 
Council, the search feature also employs a word capture system 
so words used in the search field that are not found can be 
programmed in the search mechanism. 
Johnstone adds that a content management system has 
been developed. 
"Keeping information on the Web site updated daily is 
essential and also time consuming," Johnstone said. "A content 
management system will assist content managers with easily 
updating pages on a regular basis." 
One of the new enhancements is the upgrade of the "Site 
Map" link. The Site Map provides access to all of the top-level 
area link selections on www.regis.edu. According to Johnstone, 
there are even more selections on this Site Map page than 
cont. on page 29 
www.regis.edu 
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Nobel Peace Laureate talks about resolving conflict 
John Hume addressed a full 
house at Regis University on 
January 27, 2003. He told the 
students, alumni and others 
gathered that differences 
should be respected and that 
education is a key part of finding 
peace. 
Hume received an honorary degree from the University 
and gave a public lecture titled "The Philosophy of Conflict 
Resolution." 
He is the only person who has won the Nobel Peace Prize, 
the Martin Luther King, Jr. Peace Prize and the Ghandi Peace 
Prize. He received the Nobel in 1998 and was presented the 
King prize in 1999. He received the Gandhi prize in 2002 for 
his social, economic and political work through non-violence 
and other methods endorsed by Gandhi. 
When honoring Hume with the Ghandi prize in Delhi, the 
Indian government said: "The Indian nation pays tribute to an 
extraordinary man, who by his fearlessness, selflessness and 
dedication to the cause of humanity upheld those ideals which 
were dearest to Mahatma Gandhi." 
Those themes of peace and dedication were among the 
topics Hume addressed to an enthusiastic crowd that filled the 
Student Center Dining Room at Regis. 
"When people are divided, guns and violence will never 
solve it," said Hume, who counts Martin Luther King Jr. as one 
of his heroes. 
Hume is widely credited for helping to bring peace to a 
troubled Northern Ireland. He is one of the founders and 
former leader of the moderate Social Democratic Labour Party. 
He and David Trimble, leader of the Ulster Unionist Party, 
received the obel Peace Prize in 1998 for their efforts on the 
Good Friday Agreement, which brought all factions of 
Northern Ireland to the table to discuss peace. Hume currently 
is a member of the European Parliament and the British 
Parliament. 
''All conflict, at the end of the day, is about difference, 
whether it is nationality, race or religion," he said. 
But such differences should be celebrated, not used as a 
reason for violence, Hume said. 
"No two human beings are the same. Humanity is clearly 
richer for difference. The answer to difference is to respect it 
rather than to fight about it, to live for ideals rather than to 
die for them." 
In Northern Ireland, he said, after many decades of 
violence, respect and non-violence are slowly becoming the 
way to resolve the issues. 
"In spite of the difficulties, I remain convinced that 
Ireland has set out on an irreversible course towards a peaceful 
future," he said, later adding that peace "won't happen by 
revolution. It will happen by evolution." 
After his speech, Hume was asked numerous questions 
about pending war. 
"If it wasn't for education I wouldn't be standing here 
because I grew up in poverty," he said. "What should we be 
sending to Afghanistan? Not guns and bombs but education." 
He said a commitment to wanting peace is the first step in 
achieving peace, adding, "the old doctrine of an eye for an eye 
leaves everybody blind." 
The evening was not without laughs and lighthearted 
moments, however. What brought perhaps the biggest laugh 
from the crowd was Hume's statement that there were no 
more characters on the streets of his hometown of Derry 
because, thanks to free education, they were all university 
professors. 
Among the dignitaries attending were Donal Denham, 
consul general ofireland; John Maguire, consul general of 
Britain; Mike Sullivan, former governor of Wyoming and 
former ambassador to Ireland; and Hank Brown, former U.S. 
senator. 
The complete text of Hume's speech can be found on the 
Regis University Web pages, under the Institute on the 
Common Good, at www.regis.edu/content/pdf!Hume.pdf. 
John Hume and Regis University Board of Trustees Chair Martin Hart, 
'57, admire the honorary degree Hume received from Regis University as 
Father Michael]. Sheeran, S.]., University president, looks on. Hume, 
who received the 1998 Nobel Peace Prize along with David Trimble, 
received a doctor of public service, honoris causa, from the University on 
january 27. 
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Through 125 years of Jesuit higher education, Regis 
students have sweated over Greek and Latin, mathematics 
and biology, elocution and choir. As we move into the new 
millennium, many programs have come full circle: Latin is 
offered again this year, and choir options are expanding at the 
College. But much of the academic curriculum available to 
Regis University students today would have been a shock to 
the Italian fathers and lay brothers who fo unded the school in 
1877. 
The Jesuits who founded the institution that would 
become Regis University hoped to instill a classical foundation 
in their students, many who spoke Spanish as their first 
language. The Je uits taught classic Greek, Latin, Christian 
doctrine, history, geography, higher arithmetic, algebra and 
music. They also worked Spanish and English composition into 
the regular curricula, because it was a most practical study for 
their students. 
There were few books, but that didn't stop them. They 
taught out of their heads, and quickly made use of a printing 
press which they had brought to the frontier in 1875 to 
establish a Catholic press in Las Vegas, New Mexico. They 
discovered that their mission of education would require a 
considerable amount of remedial training in o rder to get the 
students to the point of higher academics. 
A nun who visited Las Vegas College in the first year of 
study wrote in her diary that she was told one of the most 
respected mathematicians and lingu ists in the Jesuit order was 
a teacher at the chool. When she arrived, she saw "the man of 
high attainments demonstrating that 2 plus 3 equals 5 plus 5 
equals 10!" 
Through the years, as Las Vegas College merged with a 
Morrison, Colorado, outpost and the two became the College 
of the Sacred Heart in Denver, the Jesuits tinkered with the 
curricula to make su re a classic education remained the core 
while the student received enough "commercial" training to 
take their places in business and government. 
There were elocution competitions every year until the 
early 1960s, in order to prepare students to give public 
speeches and participate in the current events of the day. In 
1931, the college began offering a major in accounting, which 
became one of the most respected departments at the school 
and along the Front Range. The strength of the accounting 
department led eventually to the foundation of a business 
program that is one of the largest in the state. Also by 1931 the 
chemistry department began offering separate degrees, which 
led in time to Regis ' strong reputation as an excellent pre-med 
institution. 
By the '30s, a fundamental shift had occurred among the 
faculty, which was no longer primarily made up of Jesuit priests. 
The proportion had begun to shift to laymen, and by 1956 the 
college hired its first female lecturer, in sociology. By 1965 there 
were five women on the faculty, although the college itself did 
not officially go co-ed until 1968. 
Regis University's first "satellite campus" opened in 1945 
in downtown Denver, but the college had been offering night 
and weekend classes since the early 1920s. Both initiatives 
were dropped eventually, but the tradition of expansion was 
not. For example, in 1988 Loretto Heights College was incor-
porated into Regis at the request of the Loretto administration, 
the healthcare curricula percolated through the !\.egis system to 
eventually set the stage for the School for Health Care 
Professions. And today the University has satellite campuses in 
five Colorado locations and two in Las Vegas, Nevada. 
Computer science, a course of study never imagined by the 
founders of the University, has become a major in both the 
College and SPS, and the use of computers permeates every 
facet of the current students ' lives. Professors of "the classics" 
-- history, geography and languages -- offer their syllabuss on 
the World Wide Web. Online students who may not even visit 
a campus communicate via e-mail and Web chat with their 
professors and classmates. Health science majors are using 
computer modeling to find better ways to manage patient care. 
And while the academic offerings have morphed through 
the years to meet the challenges of new technology and the 
realities of students' needs, the Jesuit focus on teaching the 
"whole person" has never wavered. 
but focus is unwavering 
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Gala establishes scholarship 
while celebrating history 
Regis University's first Alumni Scholarship Gala was a 
"tremendous success," according to the University's executive 
director of Alumni and Parent Relations, and will become an 
annual event. 
"We had almo t 140 people in attendance and we think we 
did pretty well," said Penny Dempsey t. John, RC '73, who 
along with the Regis Univer ity Alumni Association and the 
Alumni Office staff orchestrated the event. 
The gala on March 1, 2003, at the University Club in 
Denver recognized the 2002 Alumni Award recipients and was 
a fund-raiser to e tabli h an Alumni Merit Scholarship Fund for 
Regis University. About 6,000 wa raised at this inaugural 
event. 
Another goal of the event was "taking time to 
commemorate and remember the ignificant impact Regis 
University alumni have in the community by being men and 
women as leaders in ervice of other ," t. John said. 
The gala also was a ce lebration of Regi University's l25th 
anniversary year. 
The 2002 Alumni Award recipient are: Honorable Sheila 
E. Murphy, LHC '59, Alumni Achievement Award; Donald E. 
Gallegos, RC '55, Alumni ervice Award; and Dennis J. 
Gallagher, RC '61, Alumni Community ervice Award. 
Once established, the Alumni Merit cholarship will be 
awarded based on merit and academic tanding. Preference will 
be given to a child of an alumnu of Regi University or Loretto 
Heights College. There has not been an alumni scholarship at 
the University in modem memory, t. John said. 
"This was exciting and we hope to make it a continuing 
tradition ," St. John concluded. 
Photos -- top to botrom: 
Phil Farley, '63; Father Michael]. heeran, S.].; jennifer (Me amara) 
Steller, '98; Conrad Steller. 
]ames Creamer, '59; Patricia (Fallon) Plank, LHC '55; judge Leonard 
Plank, '54. 
Cristina Fiori, '87; Dennis Gallagher, '61 ; ]olm Carroll, '51; Elaine, 
(Rusche) Carroll, LHC '52; Bob Fiori, '50; Helen Clare Sillstrop, LHC 5Z. 
Alumni Award Reci ients 
Don Gallegos, '55 
Don Gallegos, a 1955 graduate of Regis, is the 
recipient of the 2002 Alumni Service Award, which goes 
to a person who has maintained an abiding interest in 
the general welfare of Regis University and has shown 
leadership in the advancement of the University. 
Gallegos spent a long career with King Soopers, 
beginning in 1965 as a grocery buyer. H e became known 
for his passion for superior service, and was promoted 
through the ranks. In February 1990, he was named 
president of King Soopers, a position he maintained until 
he retired in 1998. He remains active in the industry, 
serving a director emeritus of the Western Association 
of Food Chains. 
Today, Gallegos also is a popular speaker, talking to 
audiences about cu tomer service, and is working on a 
book titled Win the Cuswmer, Not the Argument, which is 
due out this summer. 
He i a past tru tee of Regis University and Regis 
Jesuit High chool and, with his wife Cheri, manages the 
Gallego Family Charitable Foundation to help the 
hungry, homeless and inner-city children. They also 
participate in the Father Woody Program and are Life 
Members of the President's Council at Regis University. 
Sheila Murphy, LHC '59 
Sheila Murphy is this year's recipient of the Alumni 
Achievement Award, which recognizes a person who has 
made exceptional achievement in his/her field of 
endeavor. 
She attended Loretto H eights College 1955-57, and 
received a bachelor of science from Marquette 
University in 1959. She received her juris doctorate from 
DePaul University School of Law in 1970 and was 
licensed that arne year in Colorado and Illinois. 
Murphy was for a time the only woman at the Public 
Defender's or State's Attorney's Office assigned to the 
Criminal Division of the Circuit Court of Cook County, 
Illinoi. She was associate judge for the circuit court of 
Cook County from 1989 to 1992, and was the presiding 
judge for the sixth municipal district court of Cook 
County from 1992 to 1999. 
Murphy currently is with Rothschild, Barry & 
Meyers, doing mediation, litigation and appeals. 
In addition to her legal work, Murphy has held 
teaching positions, including her current position as 
adjunct professor of trial advocacy at The John Marshall 
Law School in Chicago, Illinois. She has received numer-
ous awards including The Abby Foundation's "Women 
Together Award" for creating a better life for women. 
Dennis Gallagher, '61 
Dennis Gallagher, a 1961 graduate of Regis College, 
is the recipient of this year's Alumni Community Service 
Award, which recognizes a person who has contributed a 
substantial amount of service and effort to a segment of 
society outside of Regis, consistent with the Jesuit 
tradition of "service of others." 
Gallagher earned a bachelor of arts in English and 
minors in Latin, Greek and philosophy from Regis. In 
1968, he graduated with a master of arts in speech from 
Catholic University of America. He returned to his alma 
mater in 1967, and has taught speech, introduction to 
mass media, persuasion, advanced speech, and 
business and professional communication. Today, he is 
an assistant professor in Communication, and was voted 
Faculty Lecturer of the Year in 1997. 
He served 24 years in the Colorado State 
Legisla ture , 20 years in the Colorado Senate and was 
elected to Denver City Council in 1995. He has been 
active in the community in numerous other ways as well. 
He is a former trustee of the Denver Catholic 
Community Services and a member of Alpha Sigma Nu, 
the National Jesuit Honor Society. 
Provost Allan Service, left, and Father Michael]. Sheeran, S.]., right, 
celebrate the accomplishments of Alumni Award recipients Sheila 
Murphy, Don Gallegos and Dennis Gallagher. 
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Alumni 
Summer Learning Trips 
The adventurous college tradition of international travel continues 
this year through the Office of Summer Session and Study Abroad. 
Regis alumni, students, faculty and staff are joining forces and 
jetting off to Europe or hiking the Colorado Trail as they participate 
in a variety of Travel Learning programs. 
ITALY·· May 
Venice, Florence, Milan, Sesto Calende and Parma: Joe Giacalone 
and Richard Stephenson will lead a blend of guided sightseeing and 
free time through the rich artistic, architectural and culinary 
traditions of Italy. Corresponding courses in drawing, fine arts and 
Mediterranean diet complement the tour. 
MADRID •• June 
Staying in private homes and hosted by Spanish families while 
studying Spanish language and culture at the Universidad Antonio 
de Nebrija, participants in this intense four-week program will get a 
full-immersion program. There will be extracurricular activities and 
side trips, also. 
BERLIN/PARIS/LONDON ··June 
A history tour through Europe, guided by Dan Clayton, will 
consider the many ways European cities remember their pasts as the 
"Capital Cities at War." Clayton is one of the creators of the ground-
breaking series of classes about World War II. His course "Europe 
Since 1914" will be integrated into the travel to locations such as 
the Checkpoint Charlie Mu eum, Ann Frank's House, otre Dame 
Cathedral and the Louvre. 
LONDON & DUBLIN ··June 
The drama and pageantry of Olde England are the focus of this trip, 
including a visit to the Globe Theatre to see a performance of 
Shakespeare in its original historical format. Taking in significant 
historical sites in England's literary and religious history, David 
Hicks and Tom Shugrue will serve as guides and instructors. 
GEOLOGY OF THE COLORADO FRONT RANGE·· July 
This week-long trip features numerou hikes to some of the most 
famous locations in Colorado as John Stane co introduces the 
fundamentals of geology and discus es the creation of the Rocky 
Mountains. Participants will go on field studies to the Garden of the 
Gods, Florissant Fossil Beds, Mount Evans, Red Rocks Park and 
Dinosaur Ridge, followed by a three-day camping trip to Rocky 
Mountain National Park. Photo by Ron Ruhoff, Denver Metro 
Convention & Visitors Bureau 
IRELAND .. July 
Dennis Gallagher and Victoria McCabe will share their knowledge 
of the Celtic tradition at some of Ireland's many monasteries, 
abbeys, cathedrals and castles. They'll visit the monastic site of 
St. Kevin and Joyce's Tower, as well as a tour of the Aran Islands 
and the Cliffs of Moher. 
Alumni 
Awards recognize outstanding alumni 
Nominate a Regis Univer ity or Loretto Heights College alumnus for his or her service, achievement and contribution to 
Regis University and to communities. 
Each year, the Alumni Board recognizes outstanding alumni for: Alumni Achievement Award, Alumni Service Award, Alumni 
Sustained Out tanding ervice Award and the Alumni Community Service Award. 
Alumni Award Categories and Criteria 
The Alumni Achievement Award 
The recipient has made an exceptional achievement in 
his/her field of endeavor. 
The recipient's current or past action or public positions 
hm not been di re pectful of or in conflict with the moral 
teaching and tradition of the Catholic Church. 
Alumni Service Award 
The recipient ha maintained an abiding interest in the 
general welfare of Regi Univer ity. 
The recipient ha hown leader hip in the advancement 
of Regis Univer ity. 
The recipient' current or past actions or public positions 
have not been di re pectful of or in conflict with the moral 
teaching and tradition f the Catholic C hurch. 
Alumni Sustained O utstanding Service Award 
The recipient meet all the criteria for the A lumni 
Service Award. 
At lea t five year have pa ed since he/she received the 
Alumni ervice Award. 
The recipient currently i provid ing active service to 
Regis University and ha done o for a minimum of 15 years. 
Alumni Community Service Award 
The recipient ha contributed a substantial amount of 
service and effort to orne egment of society external to 
Regis Univer ity, consistent with the Jesuit tradition of 
"service of other . " 
Service and effort to the programs of Regis University are 
not criteria for thi award, except to the extent that such 
service and effort are reflected in o. 1 above. 
The recipient' current or past actions or public positions 
have not been disre pectful of or in conflict with the moral 
teaching and traditions of the Catholic Church. 
Additional Criteria 
A per on nominated for the Alumni Achievement 
Award or for the Alumni Service Award also may be 
considered for the other award. 
A person may not be awarded both the Alumni 
Achievement Award and the Alumni Service Award at the 
same time. 
The Office of University Relations will research 
information pertinent to the criteria for the foregoing 
awards so that nominees can be thoroughly and accurately 
considered by the committee. 
Alu mni Award Nomination Form 
Use the following form to nominate a person for the Alumni 
Achievement Award and/or the Alumni Service Award. 
Nominee 
N ame: 
Class year: ________ __________ _ 
Address: 
City: State: Zip: 
~~------ -----
Day telephone: __________ _ _ _ __ __ 
Evening telephone: ---- - ----------
E-mail address: -----------------
Nominator 
N ame: 
Class year: ____ _ _ _ _ _____ _____ _ 
Address: 
City: State: Zip: 
~~------ - -----
Day telephone:---- ------------
Evening telephone: 
E-mail address: ---- - - - - --- - --- - -
1. For which award are you nominating this person? 
2. Describe this individual's accomplishments that make 
him/her deserving of this award. 
3. Provide any additional information or attachments in 
support of your nominee. 
Fax or return your nomination form(s) to: 
The Office of Alumni and Parent Relations 
3333 Regis Boulevard, B-18 
Denver, Colorado 80221-1099 
fax: 303-964-5423 or e-mail: alumni@regis.edu 
··~------------------------............. ............ 
Class Notes ~@S 
to submit your class note 
Alumni, what's new in your life, professionally or personally? H ave you 
been promoted? Just retired? Received an award? Had a baby? We'd love 
to hear from you. Class Notes is one of the most popular features of our 
Magazine, and we enjoy sharing your news. 
To send an update about yourself, here are a few basic guidelines: 
To make room for everyone's news, we ask that you keep your 
information to less than 75 words. Please be aware we may need to edit 
your information to conform to our editorial style. 
egis University 
Because of limited space, we are unable to include photos. 
Office of Alumni and Parent Relations, B-18 
3333 Regis Boulevard 
We do not run information about upcoming marriages, births or other 
occasions. Because things don't always work out as planned and because we 
have such a long time between issues, we prefer to share your happy news 
after the event has occurred. 
Denver, Colorado 80221-1099 
The best way to be sure we get your news right is to have it in writing, 
so we'd prefer not to take information for Class Notes over the phone. 
isit www.regis.edu, go to the Alumni page 
and click on "update information." The 
submi sion area for Cla s ores is at the 
bottom of the list. 
When faxing or mailing your note, please photocopy the form below. 
Name: Cla Year: 
-----------------------------------------------
Address: _________________________________________ _ 
Home phone: __________________________ E-mail: -------------
Degree: ----------------------------------------------
Class Note: 
V. Joseph Ridgeway, '53, 
gave a special audiovisual 
presentation on "The Wonderful 
World of Bats" for Barbara 
Finney's Colorado Natural 
History class at Regis. He 
discussed the strategic roles 
played by bats, and also 
discussed bat conservation 
efforts in Colorado and 
elsewhere. Joseph helped to 
establish the Bat Conservation 
Society in Colorado. 
John Conway, '54, received 
the Lifetime Achievement 
Award from the Catholic 
Lawyers Guild of Colorado for 
his outstanding lifetime 
contributions to his religion, 
profession and country. John 
serves on the Regis University 
Alumni Association Board of 
Directors and is currently chair 
of the Leadership Committee of 
the University's Crest Club. He 
also has been the public address 
system announcer at University 
athletic events since the early 
1980s. John was a practicing 
lawyer for 43 years, until hi 
retirement at the end of 1999. 
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Ed Boyce, '56, chairman and 
chief executive officer of 
lnnsbrook Corporation and 
chairman of Rai!Crui e 
America, has joined the board 
of directors of locally owned 
community bank Midwe t 
BankCentre, Inc. Ed a! o erves 
on the Regis Univusity Board of 
Regents. 
Roy D eMars, '66, i intere ted 
in attending the lOOth 
Anniversary of Harley-David on 
in August in Milwaukee. If any 
Regis Univer ity graduate are 
interested in participating a 
well, contact Roy at 
ray@stcbluehawks.com. Plans to 
ride to the main event together, 
tour the area, and possibly meet 
for lunch are under way. 
Thomas Roche, '66, received 
a Univer iry Di tinguished 
Profe or award from Kansas 
tate Univer iry at commence-
ment in May 2 2. Thomas is a 
leading re earcher studying an 
enzyme that plays a central role 
in determining whether the 
body u e or conserve sugar, or 
converts it to fat. He has served 
a head of the biochemistry 
department atKan as tate and 
on the edirorial board of The 
Journal of Biological Chemistry. 
Albert L. Maise, '68, was 
elected to the Excel ior College 
Alumni Board ro erve for three 
years. He attended the Denver 
Paralegal In titute and wa 
awarded a certificate in 
paralegal studies. He i now a 
member of the Colorado 
Association of Legal As istant . 
Robbie 0. Manierre, '72, ha 
been an Arabian hor e breeder 
for the past 20 years and plan 
to go to law chool in 2003. 
David L. Harri , '73, afte r 
teaching 29 year at rein 
Elementary chool in 
Lakewood, Colorado, ha 
retired. He wa appointed Rocky 
Mountain Oi trier admini traror 
for Key Club International. Key 
Club are ervice club in high 
schools pon ored by Kiwanis 
International. He now over ee 
79 Key Club in Colorado, 
Wyoming and we tern 
Nebraska. 
Thomas W. Tully, ' 76, ha 
been a physician a i rant fo r 20 
years in primary care, urgent 
care and emergency medicine, 
from We t Yellow rone, 
Montana, to the La Vega strip. 
Tom is back in outhea te rn 
Idaho where his career fir t 
began at r. Anthony in 19 4. 
There is plenty of fly-fi hing, 
affordable golf and other out-
door activities for Tom and his 
wife, lynn. he i a two-year 
breast cancer urvivor and avid 
skier. Tom's daughter, Morgan, is 
12 years old, a Girl cout and a 
soccer player. 
Pamela M. Feely, '79, of Feely 
&Associate, P.C. wa nominat-
ed as an extraordinary woman 
in jefferson County, Colorado, 
by the Women's Forum We t, a 
program of the We t Chamber 
Serving jefferson County, and 
Easy Chair Magazine. Pam erves 
as vice chair of Leader hip 
Jefferson County, the Jefferson 
County Busine s Lobby, and vol-
unteers with the Lakewood 
Police Department. Pam also 
serves on the Golden C hamber 
of Commerce Board, the Youth 
Leadership Jefferson County 
Steering Committee, the West 
C hamber Serving Jefferson 
County Foundation Board and 
the Senio r Resource Center 
Development Advisory Board. 
Chris Cullen, '80, was 
appointed executive vice 
president for marketing and 
communica tions for the 
American Legacy Foundation. 
John L. O'Shea, '80, is the 
o ldest eminarian in the 
Archd iocese of Denver. 
Andrea "Andy" M. 
CastroLang, '81, recently 
accepted a pas tor and teacher 
posit ion to the historic 
congregation of Westminster 
Congregational United Church 
of C hrist in Spokane, 
Washington. Westminster is the 
first church fo unded in the city 
of pokanc, and continues a 
heritage of "social conscious-
ness, welcome to all , and beauty 
in music and worship." 
Christopher B. Hiemenz, '83, 
has joined Murphy Company 
Mechanical Contractors and 
Engineers, St. Louis, in business 
development. Murphy Company 
is a diversified firm serving as 
constructors and engineers for 
the mechanica l and industrial 
construc tion markets , including 
maintenance and service. 
James N. Helton, '84, 
conducted a rour on the ecology 
and behavior of birds for Regis 
College professor Barbara 
Finney's field bio logy class. The 
rou r rook place at rhe Birds of 
Prey Rehabilita tion Center in 
Broomfie ld. 
Mianne (Mathey) Tripp, '84, 
lives with her husband, Richard, 
and children Alek, 14, Quentm, 
8, and Sasha, 4, in Omaha, 
Nebraska. Sash a's adoption was 
Class Notes 
finalized in December 2001. 
Mianne works as a discharge 
planner at Blue Cross Blue 
Shield of Nebraska. 
Mary E. Lippi, '87, was 
featured in the New York Daily 
News for her involvement with 
Mentoring USA, a program 
founded by Matilda Cuomo that 
targets at-risk foster children. 
Mary said that raising her two 
children and working with 
Mentoring USA have been her 
most rewarding endeavors to 
date. 
John "Wayne" Farrell, '89, is 
happily married to Susie and has 
two daughters, Allison and 
Madison. H e now devotes time 
to his passion of promoting his 
new company, the Johnnie 
Bingo Supper Club, in 
Wayazata, Minnesota. Hobbies 
such as swing dancing and 
magic shows have allowed him 
to stay in touch with alumni 
across the country. 
Anthony J. Sherman, MBA 
'89, recently formed A.]. 
Sherman Investment Banking, 
working with the bulletin board 
on the way to NASDAQ and 
providing debt and equity 
funding. 
Janet (Emlich) Kirchner, '90, 
and her husband, Brian, are 
both teaching English at 
Southeast Community College 
in Lincoln, Nebraska. They 
have two boys, Ben and Sam. 
Elizabeth A. O'Flaherty, '90, 
is working on a program called 
"That's Not Fair," affiliated with 
the Bishop Sullivan Center in 
Kansas City that teaches sixth 
graders Catholic school doc-
trine. The program is catching 
on in Missouri and Florida, and 
hopefully in the nation. She 
competes in Irish dance and will 
return to Ireland in summer 
2003. 
Jacqueline "Jaci" (Kavanagh) 
Kearney, '91, and Kevin M. 
Kearney, '91, are living in San 
Mateo, California, with their 
three children J.T., 8; Reilly, 6; 
and Caroline, 3. Kevin is 
director of sales with SBC 
Communications and Jaci is 
working part-time as an escrow 
officer for Fidelity National 
Title. In his spare time Kevin 
coaches soccer for their 
children. 
Jenelle C. Martin, '92, 
completed the 60-mile Avon 
3-Day 2001 for breast cancer. 
The event raised $4.4 million in 
Colorado alone. She said it was 
a fabulous challenge for a 
wonderful cause. 
Andrew P. Schissler, MBA 
'92, received a doctorate of 
philosophy in mining and earth 
sys tems engineering from the 
Colorado School of Mines in 
December 2002. 
Jami (Cullen) Chisdak, '93, 
graduated from the University of 
Nebraska's Medical School in 
1997 and completed her resi-
dency as an OB/GYN in 2001. 
She married Brian Chisdak in 
May 2000 and currently has her 
own OB/GYN practice in 
Billings, Montana. 
Elizabeth (Harding) Hagen, 
'93, MNM '00, married Brian 
Hagen on April 13, 2002, in 
Littleton, Colorado. 
Laura (Crane) Lenz, '93, has 
left the FBI to be a full-time 
mom. She has been invited to 
join a new company called 
R2resources, which is engaged 
in providing analytical software 
and personnel as needed to 
business and government 
agencies. She works from home. 
Erik, her husband, continues to 
work at the Department of 
Commerce. 
Jacquelyn Maxey, SHCP '95, 
is taking nursing to new heights. 
She is a clinical nurse consult-
ant for a laser manufacturing 
company. She teaches doctors 
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and nurses in the western half of 
the United States how to use 
lasers. 
Stephanie Nevin, '96, is a 
juvenile treatment counselor for 
the state's Division of Youth 
Corrections. Her fiance, Jim 
Fumia, is a registered nurse at 
Lutheran Hospital. They 
own a home in Evergreen, 
Colorado. 
Evan C. Sanistevan, SPS '90, 
MSM '95, has written a 
pamphlet titled "A Boy's Guide 
to A Better Life," and is prepar-
ing it for distribution. He also 
has finished compiling a book of 
love poems, Expressions From the 
Heart, that is ready for 
publishing. 
Kelly Madigan, '93, SHCP 
'96, is going back to Regis 
University for the transitional 
doctorate physical therapy 
program. 
Linda (Gills) Pinkham, 
SHCP '96, received her mas-
ter's degree in education, with 
an emphasis in administration 
and supervision, from San Jose 
State University in May 2002. 
William R. Herf, '97, recently 
joined the Scottsdale office of 
Ziegler Wealth Management as 
a senior investment consultant. 
He works with individuals to 
tailor a financial plan to meet 
their needs and objectives as 
well as provide ongoing invest-
ment management. He also 
works with corporations to 
administer their retirement plan 
needs. 
Kathleen (Kiley) Wood, '97, 
and David Wood, '98, were 
married June 29, 2002. 
Candice M. (Ronan) 
Baumgardner, '98, and 
Roland Baumgardner, '95, 
were married in May 2002. 
Sam Biller, '98, was named the 
2002 Coldwell Banker "Rookie 
of the Year" by the members of 
the North Metro Board of 
Realtors. Sam began his real 
estate career at Coldwell Banker 
in January 2002. 
Tamilyn D. Fager, SPS '98, is 
vice president of First National 
Bank of the Rockies in Craig, 
Colorado. Tamilyn also is a 
member of the Moffat County 
Chamber of Commerce, Crime 
Stoppers and the Christian 
Church. 
David Burkitt, MBA '99, 
started his first residency for his 
doctorate in organizational 
leadership in August at Regent 
University in Virginia Beach. In 
addition to his position as 
director of finance for National 
United Properties, he is teaching 
critical thinking and decision 
making online for the manage-
ment program at the University 
of Phoenix. 
Stephanie (Livingston) Dunn, 
SHCP '99, is taking time off 
work to stay home with Sadie 
Madison Dunn, born in July 
2002. Stephanie and Erik have 
returned to the Denver area 
after Erik graduated and accept-
ed a job. Stephanie met a former 
classmate, Kim Wind, while 
working the postpartum unit at 
Swedish Hospital , the very same 
hospital where Stephanie 
delivered her daughter. 
Jenny Baker-Bachman, SPS 
'00, is married to Shawn and 
has one child. Since graduation 
she has opened her own home 
business, Creative Memories. 
Jenny is a second generation of 
Regis University and has five 
generations in Colorado. 
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Erin (Fehringer) Cornelius, 
'00, and Chad Cornelius, '00, 
were married June 22, 2002, in 
Sterling, Colorado, surrounded 
by family, friends and many 
Regis University alumni. Father 
John Ridgway, S.J., Regis 
University faculty, officiated. 
Erin graduated with her master's 
degree in physician assistant 
studies in December 2002. 
Patricia Verzino, SHCP '01, 
played soccer for the All- avy 
Women's Soccer Team in 2002. 
She went on to play for the 
United States All-Military 
Women's Soccer Team in the 
first world military games for 
women's soccer in Kingston, 
Canada, where the United 
States took first place over 
Canada, Germany and the 
etherlands. 
Loretto Heights 
College 
Zita (Hart) Dressel, '58, 
worked for Colorado Heart Scan 
as a cardiac nurse, but took time 
off after her husband died of a 
heart attack in May 2001. Zita 
travels extensively and recently 
spent three months in Stuttgart, 
Germany, with her younge t 
daughter, Amy. 
Virginia (Cosca) Yatzeck, '62 , 
and her husband, Robert, have 
two grandchildren, Michael 
DiRoberto, and Sophia 
DiRoberto. She recently moved 
from Springfield, Virginia, to 
Leesburg, Virginia. 
Marty (Meagher) Downey, 
'65, and her husband, Hugh 
Downey, featured in the news 
for their involvement with the 
Lalmba Association, an orphan-
age in Matoso, Kenya. The 
Downeys are responsible for 
more than 500 orphans ages 4 
to 17, mostly children born to 
parents who died from AIDS. 
For six months of the year the 
Downeys live in a grass hut in 
Kenya, while the remaining 
months are spent in Arvada 
raising more than 300,000 to 
run the children's home and 
medical clinic. 
}ana Napoli, '68, was a "Use 
Your Life" award winner on the 
Oprah Winfrey Show for her 
work with inner-city teens in 
New Orleans, Louisiana, for her 
program Young Aspirations/ 
Young Artists (YA!YA) . The 
program combines education 
with art giving teens scholar-
hip , skill and a voice. In 
addition, Jana was awarded 
$100,000 worth of free art sup-
plies from Michael Stores, Inc. 
' 70~ 
Mindy B. Lewis, '74, has 
written Life Inside, a memoir 
published by Atria Books, a clivi-
ion of Simon & Schuster. The 
memoir contains a section about 
the year Mindy spent at Loretto 
Heights College. 
William "Bill" Peithmann, 
'75, a Farmer City attorney, has 
been elected for inclusion in 
the lOth edition of The Best 
Lawyers in America, 2003-2004, 
a widely u ed guide to the 
nation' top legal talent. Of the 
29 Illinois trusts and estates 
lawyer named, Bill was one of 
only four elected from outside 
Chicago. He practices law with 
his father and has rnree sons. 
p 
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Bob Nelson, '65, and his wife, Mary Jane, became the proud grandparents of their second grandson, Ethan James 
Nelson, on July 9, 20 2. Ethan weighed in at 7 lbs. 14 oz. and 20Yz inches. Ethan joins brother Casey Grant, born July 
15, 2 . Both are the on of Bob's son Darin and his wife, Cathy. 
Ann Dwan, '84, i plea ed to announce the birth of her twins, John Gagen and Henry Aloysius, born March 29, 2002. 
Ann (Roughton) Mantooth, '92, and her husband, Bob, proudly announce the birth of their second child, Sophie 
Helen, born April 23, 20 2. ophie joins 3 -year-old sister Emma. 
Stuart Fo ter, '96, and Jennifer (Player) Foster, '95, had a baby girl, Marina Katherine, on February 18, 2002. 
Samantha (BeU) Braney, '97, had a baby boy, Jack Edmund Braney, on June 6, 2002. 
Kimberley (Mann) Byron, MBA '98, and her husband, Pat, became the proud parents of Hayden Patrick on August 
19, 200 1. 
In Memory 
Manin L. Grabrian, RC '33, December 20, 2002 
Kathryn E. (l..e«-is) Foehl, LHC '36, August 29, 2002 
lames]. Caner, RC '40, August 17, 2002 
Genrude (Waters) MacHendrie, LHC '40, Decembe1· 9, 2002 
Marian A (Hencmann) McCormack, LHC '4 1, july 2, 2002 
PmdG. Dunn, RC '43, ovember 26, 2002 
Ret Randall C. Hall, .}., RC '47, eptember 25, 2002 
Ret. Sererin D. Foley, RC '4 , june 23, 2002 
Richard W Sullivan, RC '4 , ovember 29, 2002 
Palllek Boland, RC '50, August I2, 2002 
Richard R. Borga, Jr., RC '50, August I, 2002 
William]. Cowan, RC '52, January 5, 2003 
Margaret}. (Weathers) Flor, LHC '52, june 13, 2002 
RurhM. (Tynan) Sha , LH '52, December 5, 2002 
Geraldine E. Guenther, LH '53, December 22, 2002 
llemard K. Hanley, RC '54, }tliy 22, 2002 
Harry V Quildracci, RC '57, july 29, 2002 
&lphj. Spear, RC '59, August 9, 2002 
lOSephKereszt, RC '61, eptember 3, 2002 
Thamas . Scaglia, RC '61, Ocwber 22, 2002 
Edward L. Heeren, RC '62, July 17, 2002 
Norman H. Hieronymi, RC '64, November 3, 2002 
Raymond E. Schramm, RC '64, December 24, 2002 
Robert M. Wernet, RC '64, July 21, 2002 
Patricia L. (Rebich) Richards, LHC '65, July 6, 2002 
Teresa A Haas, LHC '70, September 19, 2002 
Janice H. (Anderson) Clifton, LHC '76, June 18, 2002 
Gerda K. Freeland, SPS '82, November 9, 2002 
Zenon Oryshchyn, SPS '83, August 9, 2002 
Henry Marshall II, SPS '84, August 20, 2002 
Heston 0. Higgins, ]r. , SPS '85, August 12, 2002 
Nancy C. (Comiskey) Fisher, SPS '89, July 20, 2002 
Marc A Koblensky, RC '89, December 1, 2002 
Ronnie Tripp , SPS '89, September I , 2002 
Patricia A Uones) Decker, SPS '95, June 22, 2002 
Joanne P. Chmielewski , SPS '96, October 26, 2002 , 
Imelda L. (Pepping) Waugh, SPS '98, September 21, 200.:. 
]ames Walter Carlisle, SPS 'O I , July 9, 2002 
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Regis alums make history while furthering 
tradition of public service 
What do Lola Spradley and Jane Norton have in common-- besides being history-making Colorado government 
leaders? They're both alumni of Regis University. 
Spradley, R-Beulah, became known for a no-nonsense, practical style of leadership during her first three terms in the 
Colorado State House. This led to her being elected by her peers in January 2003 to be the first woman speaker of the 
house for Colorado, as she began her fourth term. 
Norton, most recently director of the 
Colorado Department of Public Health and 
Environment (CDPHE), was tapped by 
Colorado Gov. Bill Owens to run for 
lieutenant governor in 2002. The Owens-
Norton ticket won by a wide margin. 
Norton now is carving a new identity for 
the position, concentrating on health issues 
and promoting community volunteerism as 
well as fulfilling her constitutional role as 
chair of Colorado Commission on Indian 
Affairs . 
Spradley graduated from Regis in 1991 
with a bachelor's degree in business 
administration, while working for AT&T 
Norton earned a master's of science in 
management in 1999 and was appointed to 
the top job at CDPHE about four months 
prior to her graduation. She is the state's 
46th lieutenant governor, and the first 
woman in the job. 
Both Spradley and Norton came to 
Regis as adult learners, taking classes nights 
and weekends through the School for 
"Public service is one of the 
most rewarding things I have 
ever done in my life," 
Spradley said. "The process of 
learning issues, helping 
citizens and making friends 
throughout this great state is 
an experience that changes 
your life forever." 
Professional Studies while they juggled work and family obligations. 
Both women have pointed to the inherent rewards of public service as inspiration for the work they do. 
"Public service is one of the most rewarding things I have ever done in my life," Spradley said. "The process of 
learning issues, helping citizens and making friends throughout this great state is an experience that changes your life 
forever." 
Perhaps it's the kind of students who come to Regis, or perhaps it's the kind of education they receive here: Regis 
University's alumni are widely represented in government, in both elective and appointed offices. From local town 
governments and beyond, in Colorado alone more than 40 Regis alumni currently are serving as leaders in their 
communities. 
Regis' built-in tradition of leadership training along with academics is cited as key by many, including Spradley. 
"I believe that my education at an institution of higher learning that required religious and moral learning has been 
of great benefit to me as I make decisions for the citizens of Colorado," she said. 
It's certain that as Regis University goes into its next 125 years, more graduates will follow in the footsteps of 
Spradley and Norton and their fe llow alumni who are fulfill ing the tradition of "Learner Becoming Leaders." 
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University receives Rotary award 
Regis University and Father Michael]. Sheeran, S.J., president, 
received the Wheat Ridge Rotary Club's "Faith to Faith" award on 
April 25, 2003, during the Annual Rotary District 5450 Convention 
in Westminster. Marilynn Force, a Regis alumnus who serves on the 
Faith to Faith committee, was instrumental in nominating Regis for 
the award. 
Regis was selected for the University's development, support and 
commitment to the Institute on the Common Good, its commit-
ment to service learning and the University's overall commitment 
to community outreach for understanding. 
From lefc, Marilynn Force, ' 3 and ' , Father Sheeran, Master of 
Ceremonies R1 hard croburg, Wlheac Ridge Rotary President 
Tom W'righc, and DISCri c o. 5450 ovem o1· Mike Hayes. 
Those commitments, Force, '83 and '88, wrote in her nomina-
tion letter, are "firmly rooted in the Jesuit belief that peace, good 
will, respect and courtesy between different cultures cannot occur 
without an openness to understanding each other's diverse point of 
view, considering the dignity and social nature of a person and then 
finding the thread of common ground to peacefully move forward 
together for the benefit of the community of humankind." 
the Common 
the truth~ ... I 
In making the nomination, Force also wrote: "Regis's Institute on 
exemplifi , in it own way, the principles of the Rotary Four-Way Test of the things we think, say or do: Is it 
it fair t II oncerned? ... Will it build good will and better friendships? ... Will it be beneficial to all 
concerned?" 
The Faith to F ith ward h no r a pe rson who promotes understanding and respect among world religions. A major goal of 
the Rotary Club i to prom te wo rld peace and understanding. 
Accordin to th Wheat Ridge Rotary C lub, "The Faith to Faith Award goes to a person who maintains their own faith, 
but encoura e reli iou fr edom. It purpose is to ce lebra te and award those who seek peace through religious understanding in 
the mid t of the w rid' pi ritual diver ity." 
Upgrade tudied for Regis Web site, continued from page 16 
there are on the r II vcr pop-up menus. Johnstone adds that 
user· who want m re detail o n a pecific sectio n can go to 
the" ection Derail . " Thi provide access to a ll of the 
sub-menu navi ationallinks. 
Another recent implem nra tion on the Web site allows 
Printing of content page o n the Web ire. 
"Once you hav na iga red beyond the home page of the 
Web ire, you will e a link at the bo ttom of each page that 
say 'Printer Friendly Page.' lick on the link on any page 
that you would like t print and a new window will open ," 
John tone aid. "The new window contai ns o nly the content 
of that page (no it navigation), and two links a t the bottom 
.. one to print the page, and one to close the window. It 
does not matter whether you r printer is set to portratt or 
landscape." 
The bottom line of the strategy being incorporated by 
the Web Advisory Council is geared towards efficiency for the 
user. 
"We're working to eliminate redundancy and increase 
efficiency," Greco said. "We're looking for more efficient 
delivery. We're working to get more and better training and 
to incorporate technology. We're looking at much-improved 
navigation." 
For users of the Regis University Web site, the future 
certainly looks bright. 
"We can do anything. But we can't do everything," said 
Hickey. "So it's important to continue to identify needs and 
prioritize initiatives. We'll continue to improve design and 
functionality to meet the needs of our various constituencies. 
And we'll ensure that our Web strategy is a component of our 
overall business strategy." 
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On a class day, Tom 
rose at 5:30 a.m. and 
followed a schedule 
divided into half, hour 
. Increments. 
The hi t ry of Regi found d La ga the chool year. Univer ity begins in Las Vegas, New Mexico, when five Jesuit fathers and two laymen ollege in 1877 for 132 students. Tuition for instruction and room and board cost $200 for 
In I 4, Bi h P Machbeuf opened Sacred Heart College in Morrison, Colorado. Sixteen miles from the main 
population cent r of d wntown Denver, the college in Morrison struggled until 1887 when it merged with the former 
college in w exi o ro become The College of the Sacred Heart, located on the site of the present-day Lowell 
campu . The n \ it wa on land generously donated at the end of the trolley-car line. This was viewed as a great 
advantage. 
'I hen the 
from La 
pened in 1888, Main Hall was its first and only building. Twenty-nine students transferred 
and 27 transferred from Morrison to contribute to a total student body of 152 boys. 
from the early day of Regis College, known then as The College of the Sacred Heart. He 
ha left a paper rrail in the rchives in Dayton Memorial Library. His name is Thomas Arthur Jordan. He is shown in 
an I 96 photo of th acred Heart o llege baseball team. 
Arriving fr m Arapah e, ebraska, at the age of 14, Tom Jordan boarded in Main Hall from 1894 to 1899. The 
curriculum wa ba d t that time on the European model of instruction: three years of high school followed by three 
year of colic e. 
On a cia day, Tc m ro eat 5:30a.m. and followed a schedule divided into half-hour increments. Here is a 
ample f hi aftcrn n: hri tian Doctorine (3: 15 p.m.); Penmanship (3:45 p.m.); Recreation, lunch, calisthenics 
(4:15p.m.). He at upp rat 7 p.m. and lights were out at 9 p.m. 
Un~ rtunatcly, Tom never received his college diploma from Sacred Heart College. After attending three years of 
high ch l, h onl complet J two of the three years of college. He had to withdraw early due to scarlet fever. 
Hi name i found in evera l chool ledgers. From these old accounts we learn that he studied Ancient History, 
Algebra, Rhetoric, r ek, hake peare, icero and Virgil. During his third year, he bought a good suit ($15), a tie 
(5 cent), haJ h. clothe mended seven times and his shoes mended six times. He had five baths each term at 75 
cent each. 
In June of 1 99, Thoma Arthur Jordan was awarded a Commercial Certificate, which only required four years of 
rudy. The re t f the rory i supplied by his great-grandson, Jordan Vause. 
Tom Jordan completed co llege by receiving a degree in civil engineering through~ correspondence course. He 
acquired hi own engineering fi rm , which was responsible for laying out a subdtvtston 111 Los Angeles called 
"Hollyw land." W, kn wit today by its shortened name. . . . . . . 
In 1921, The liege of the Sacred Heart was renamed Regis College, whtch f111ally became Regts Umverstty 111 
1991. It rand ready and able fo r the next 125 years. 
TL:. · 1e . 1.... R · h · · El. b th Happy who is in charge of Special Collections at Dayton Memorial 111.1 aruc was written VJ egLS arc IVLSt LZa e ' h h l'b 
r :L . U · · · 1 ted on the fourt floor of t e 1 rary. 
uurary. The archwes collection of Reg~s nwersuy LS oca 1' 
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RANGER 
Dome! 
REGIS~ 
UNIVERSITY 
r 
3333 Regis Boulevard 
Denver, Colorado 80221-1 099 
Elizabeth Happy 
Archivist 
The Ranger Dome has changed the skyline of Regis' Lowell 
campus while providing an additional venue for University-
wide events. The 70-by-140-foot canvas facility is on the 
eastern edge of the Fieldhouse, on the spot where the tennis 
courts used to be. Used primarily for intramurals and as an 
indoor practice facility when the gymnasium is unavailable, it 
also can be used for events such as Lights, Lessons & Carols. 
It was built partially to replace the Adult Learning Center 
gymnasium, which is being converted to office space. 
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